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Attention: Do cketing and Service Branch h"'

Cv /
Suojeet: NRC Proposed Rule Regarding Fracture Toughness N

Requirements For Nuclear Power Reactors (45 FR 75536
November 14, 1980)

Dear Sir:

Atta cned please fino Commonwealth Edison's comments
concerning the suoje ct rulemaking.

The proposed rule is generally acceptable and provides some
celcome changes, notably in permitting critical core operation at a
lower temperature during BWR startup operations.

One requirement, however, does not appear to have a sound
te chnical basis and could result in extended outages for BWR units
following refueling. This requirement, set forth in the pr'oposed
Appendix G paragraph IV.A.2, sets RTNDT + 1500F for pressures

above 2gF requirement appears ex cessive when compared to paragraph
percent of the preservice system hydrostatic test pressure.

The 150
IV. A.4 which permits the system hydrostatic pressure test to be

0performed at a minimum of RTNOT + 60 F when no fuel is in the,

t re a cto r . We request that the NRC reevaluate and provide a basis for
! 0the 150 F margin requirement for pressures above 20 percent of the

preservice system hydrostatic test pressure.
|

Specific ccmments are included in the attachment. We
i appre ciate having bee $ given the opportunity to Wommentep .. .
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Commonwealth Edison's Comments Regarding Fra cture
Toughness Requirements For Nuclear Power Reactors

(45 FR 75536 November 14, 1980)

The proposed Appendix G in paragraph IV.A.2. requires when
the core is not critical and the pressure ex ceeds 20 percent of the
preservice system hydrostatic test pressure, that "the temperature of
the stressed regions of nozzles flanggs and other structural

0dis continuities shall be at least 150uF aoove (83 C above) the
reference temperatures of the . erial in those regions".
Commonwealth Edison does not w;11 eve there is a technical basis to

0require RTNOT + 150 F for pressures above 20 percent of the
0preservice system hydrostatic test pressure. The 150 F requirement

appears ex cessive when compared to paragraph IV. A. A. which permits the
system hydrostatic pressure test to be performed at a minimum

0temperature of RTNDT + 60 F when no fuel is in the reactor. We
0request that the NRC reevaluate and provide a basis for the 150 F

margin requirement for . pressures above 20 per cent of the rese rvi ce
system hydrostatic test pressure.

0A preliminary evaluation of the affect of the 150 F margin
above RT NOT indicates that a hardship would result in the
accomplishment of tne system leakage and hyorostatic tests for Dresden
end Quad Cities Stations.

The Technical Spec 1?gF to be thecations identify thevertical electroslag welds with an RT NDT of 40
limiting material in the flange region. The progosed Appendix G would

0require a temperature of 190 F for the leakage and hydrostatic
tests. This temperature is dif ficult to reach using pumps for

0heating, with the temperature rise above approximately 150 F being
3uF/ Hour maximum. Although Dresden has the capability of using
auxilliary steam for heating via the unloading or shutdown cooling
heat ex changers, Quaa Cities does not and is limited to using pump
heat.

0AnothEr concern with the 150 F margin above RT NDT is that
the system leakage and hyorostatic tests would be performed at a

0temperature closely approa ching 212 F, The Te chnical Spe cifications
require that primary containment integrity be maintained when th2

0reactor wate5 temperature s b v 212 F. The proximity between the
0required 190 F metal temperature and the 212 F limit on water

temperature could lead to station decisions to seal the drywell prior
i to pressure tests. This is not normally done and combined with the

0l very slow heat up rate above 150 F could add one or more criti cal
path oays to an outage.
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The current Te chnical Spe cification temperature requirement
0fc: the nyc:cstatic test is 149 F based on an ASME Appendix G

analysis of tne celtline region. We consice: the present Te cnni cal
specifications to p cvice acequate margin against noncuctile fracture
c. the Drescen anc Quad Cities reacter vessels.
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